CASE STUDY

Robots Deliver Savings in the Trade
Promotions Process of a Leading
Consumer Packaged Goods Company
Abstract
Infosys BPM used robotic process automation to eliminate the repetitive, manualeffort intensive tasks that were part of the trade promotions processes it managed
for its client, a leading global CPG company. Read on to know how the automation
not only simplified the processes and eliminated errors, but also delivered an
appreciable savings in costs for the client.
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As part of the business process
management services Infosys BPM
provides to the client, the trade
promotions management services team at
Infosys BPM processes several maintenance

across all key processes in trade promotions
management. The project team used
the Automation Anywhere task-bot for
automating all rule-based process steps.

Project teams for both the client and
Infosys BPM collaborated using a robust
project management drumbeat to ensure
operational stability and a noiseless
transition to the automated process.
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Benefits Delivered
Post implementation of robotic process automation, the bots manage the automated trade promotions processes in a touchless manner.
Over 80% of the process is straight through, and the operational window has increased from 9 hours to 20 hours per day.

$ 0.83 million

37% FTE

Noiseless transition
with operational stability
maintained

Opeational window
increased from
9 hours to 20 hours

net savings

reduction

From the client’s perspective, the automation led to a 37% reduction in headcount, delivering net savings of $ 0.83 million.
Robotic process automation also led to several other benefits such as sustained accuracy enabling a reduction in the sampling percentage for
quality audits, provision to easily scale the process to handle future increased volumes, and user tracking logs for ease of audits.
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